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  The International Space Station 

  Transits the Sun 
 
 
  James Kevin Ty 
  Nathanial Custodio 
 
 

 
     Last January 13, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) went to various 
observing sites to observe the International Space 
Station (ISS/Zarya) Solar Transit that occurred that 
morning around 8:30:38 a.m. PST (Philippine Standard 
Time). The event was visible only in some parts of NCR 
(National Capital Region).  ISS solar and lunar transits in 
the Philippines are quite rare, thus, these amateur 
astronomers did not waste the opportunity to observe 
and image it. Among the observing sites chosen by ALP 
members were Astrocamp Observatory in SM Mall of 
Asia San Miguel by the Bay Park, Ateneo de Manila 
grounds, Mandaluyong and Taguig. 
 
Observing Site A - Astrocamp Observatory 
James Kevin Ty 
 
     Society members James Kevin Ty, Armando Lee and 
Bobby Pejvak went to Astrocamp Observatory in SM 
Mall of Asia San Miguel by the Bay Park to observe this 
event. James brought his trusty TV-101 refractor and 
Coronado PST-Ha on Vixen GP-DX equatorial mount 
while Armand brought his Celestron C90 and WO 66SD 
refractor on Orion Atlas mount. Bobby, on the other 
hand, took his WO Zenithstar 70ED refractor and 
Skywatcher 102mm Maksutov on Takahashi Sky Patrol 
2 mount. 
 
     With a very cloudy sky and the Sun not almost 
wanting to come out of 
the clouds, James had 
given up hope to image 
the transit in H-alpha with 
the PST-Hα so he 
concentrated on white 
light imaging using a 
Canon EOS 500D DSLR 
on TV-101 refractor. 
Armand continued to 
monitor the event through 
his Canon EOS 350D 
DSLR on WO 66SD 
refractor for his still 
photos and Canon EOS 
60D with Celestron C90 
for HD video imaging. 
Bobby, on the other hand, 

used a Canon  5D Mark 2 on WO Zenithstar 70ED 
refractor for HD video imaging, while the Canon EOS 
50D was coupled with the Skywatcher 102 Maksutov for 
taking stills.  But all three of them were having a hard 
time focusing on the Sun because of thick clouds. 
 
     At around 8:29 a.m., James started to take 
continuous shots so he could be sure that he at least 
gets a good chance of capturing the ISS even for one 
frame. At around 8:30 a.m., all cameras were already 
firing for shots. 
 

 
Society members (Observing site A) stationed at the 

Astrocamp Observatory. 

 
     To be sure, James extended his 
exposure time to 8:31 a.m., after which, 
he got SMS and calls from fellow ALP 
members who were observing at other 
locations reporting of being clouded out, 
except for Nathaniel Custodio who was 
also able to get two frames of the ISS 
from his place in Taguig. 
 
     As James checked his solar images, 
he noticed that he was able to capture two 
solar frames with the ISS on it. Likewise, 
ALP member Nathaniel Custodio who 
observed the event in Taguig was lucky to 
capture the ISS solar transit through 
passing clouds, though both their images 

The International Space Station transitting the sun. 
Photo by James Ty. 
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were soft and grainy because of slow shutter and high 
ISO. Nevertheless, Nathaniel and James were satisfied 
with the results of their first ISS solar transit imaging 
and, hopefully, they will be able to get better images in 
future ISS transit events. 
 
Observation Site B - Taguig City 
Nathaniel Custodio 
 
     Amidst cloudy sky, society member Nathaniel 
Custodio attempted to image the ISS solar transit at his 
home in Taguig. For image capture, he used a Canon 
400D DSLR at continuous shooting mode, and mounted 
on his WO Megrez 90ED refractor. Out of 16 frames 
total in 6 seconds, 2 frames showed a small smudge 
transiting the Sun at a very fast rate. James confirmed 
ISS transit capture in his images. 
 

 
ALP member Nathaniel Custodio beside his imaging setup 

 

 
ISS transit images taken by Nathaniel Custodio 

 
Observation Site C - Ateneo de Manila/PAGASA 
Observatory/Mandaluyong City 
 
     ALP members Andrew Ian Chan in Ateneo de Manila 
and Christopher Louie Lu in Mandaluyong were not that 
lucky and were both clouded out totally without even a 
peek from the Sun. Bobby Pejvak and Armando Lee, 
likewise, were not able to capture the ISS on both their 
still and video setup. Alexander Loinaz, who observed at 
PAGASA Observatory was also totally clouded out. 
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The Philippine Astronomy 

Convention 2011 
 
 

                                                                        James Kevin Ty 
                                                                 Armando Lee 
 

 
 
OPENING 
 
     February 20, 2011, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines celebrated the third Philippine 
Astronomy Convention at the Manila Planetarium. It is 
also the country's first industry-sponsored event being 
sponsored by Cutting Edge - the official exclusive dealer 
of the high quality Celestron telescopes in the 
country. Members present and who assisted with the 
event were ALP President James Kevin Ty, Charito Ty 
and son Kendrick Cole Ty, VP Jett Aguilar, PRO 
Armando Lee, Myra Lee  and son Jason Lee, Treasurer / 
NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan, directors Christopher 
Lee, Henry So, Special Events Chairman Christopher 
Louie Lu, Bel Pabunan, Desiree del Rosario, Alberto 
Lao, Nathaniel Custodio, Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Kevin 
Dagunan, Mark Ian Singson, Dennis Buenviaje, Vincent 
Lao, Renato dela Pena and Victor Espartero. More than 
70 participants attended the event. 
 
 

 
Jett Aguilar presented his lecture “How to Choose the Right 
Telescope and Mount” - a vital resource for those beginning 

the field of observational astronomy 

 
     Meeting proper started at around two in the afternoon 
with ALP giving the opening remarks to welcome guests, 
members and registered participants to the opening day 
of the third Philippine Astronomy Convention or PAC 
2011. This year's theme was "A Taste of Space". 
Participating with the ALP were Nido Fortified Science 
Discovery Center, National Museum Planetarium, 
Astrocamp Observatory, Cutting Edge, Rizal 
Technological University and SM San Miguel by the Bay. 

James presented a brief history of how the National 
Astronomy Week started, as well as the Philippine 
Astronomy Convention. 
  
Jett then started the lecture workshop of the day with the 
topic “How to Choose the Right Telescope and Mount”. 
He tackled the basics of astronomical telescope optics 
and its availability to the amateur astronomers. He also 
introduced the different types of mount, including the 
computerized ‘goto’ system. Also emphasized are tips 
and useful info for the beginner on choosing and 
appropriately using the right telescopes. He also 
introduced Cutting Edge as the Philippine dealer and 
distributor of Celestron Telescope, one of the leading 
telescope brands in the world. 
 
 

 
“How to Get Started in Astrophotography” - a primer in 

astronomical imaging presented by James Ty 

 
     After a short 15-minute break, James presented the 
second lecture for the day entitled "How to Get Started 
in Astrophotography”. He started by discussing the 
necessary equipment needed to get started in this 
field. Important features to look for in a digital camera 
whether digital single lens reflex camera (DSLR) or 
point-and-shoot digicam for astrophotography were 
discussed thoroughly.  He then followed it up with how to 
connect the cameras to the telescope and suggested 
exposures on celestial objects. Basics on how to shoot 
the Moon, Sun, planets, star fields, and deep-sky objects 
were presented using DSLR system, such as Canon 
lines of DSLRs, as well as webcam photography like 
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Philips Toucam, ATK-1HS II, DMKs. At the end of his 
presentation, James showcased some of his 
astrophotography images to the participants. The 
meeting ended around six in the afternoon with the 
traditional group picture taken at the entrance of the 
Manila Planetarium. 
 
     The group and participants then proceeded to Rajah 
Sulayman Park in Baywalk and staged a free public 
stargazing session, as well as letting the registered 
participants get hands-on experience in imaging the 
Moon and Orion Nebula (M42) through James' refractor.  
ALP members who attended the public observing 
session were James, Chris Lu, directors Christopher Lee 
and Henry So, Andrew Ian Chan and Bernice Viola 
Chan, Peter, Renato dela Pena, Alberto Lao, Charito Ty, 
Bel Pabunan, Desiree del Rosario, Nel Lagda and the 
rest of the Manila Planetarium staff. Cutting Edge 
Marketing Manager Jen Liza and her staff were also 
present to show support to the event. More than 500 
were able to get a good view of the planets Jupiter and 
Saturn, Orion Nebula (M42), M45 Pleiades star cluster in 
Taurus, bright star Sirius and the Waning Gibbous 
Moon. 
 
 

 
Stargazing session after the National Astronomy 

Week/Philippine Astronomy Convention lecture-workshop - a 
longtime tradition of the society for promoting astronomy 

awareness to the public 

 
 
     James brought his TV-101 refractor and the Meade 
8" f/10 SCT; Henry with his Orion Apex 127 Maksutov-
Cassegrain on sturdy tripod; Chris Lu with a Celestron 
Powerseeker 80mm refractor on GEM mount; 
Christopher Lee brought Armando Lee's William Optics 
Zenithstar 80ED refractor and Celestron ASGT mount; 
Manila Planetarium staff brought with them a 100mm 
Skywatcher refractor on EQ-4 mount as well as a 
Celestron 8" SCT. Cutting Edge showcased a Nexstar 4 
GOTO scope to share the beauty of the universe to the 
public. Stargazing session ended at around 9:45 p.m.  
 
 
 

RIZAL TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
 
     The third Philippine Astronomy Convention (PAC 
2011) made its way to Rizal Technological University 
last February 23, 2011 when ALP Institute of Astronomy 
Director Dr. Armando Lee delivered a lecture entitled 
"Search for ET" to around 50 students of RTU and some 
12 students from St. Benildo of Antipolo City which was 
headed by their professor Renato Dela Pena. The 
lecture started at 6:30 p.m. and ended 8:20 p.m. 
Covering a wide range of subtopics from how life 
emerged on earth to how the search for extra-solar 
planets are done, to what man needs to do if ET signal is 
detected. The lecture was one in the series of lectures in 
line with the celebration of the National Astronomy Week 
2011. This series of lectures is the country's first 
industry-sponsored event being sponsored by Cutting 
Edge - the official exclusive dealer of the high quality 
Celestron telescopes in the country. 
 

 
RTU students and guests listening attentively to Dr. Lee’s 

lectures on extra-solar planets and extraterrestrials 
Photo credit: Christopher Lu 

 
CLOSING 
 
     February 26, the society celebrated the closing 
ceremony of the third Philippine Astronomy Convention 
at the Nido Fortified Science Discovery Center at 1:00 
p.m. Members who were present and assisted with the 
event were James, Charito Ty and son Kendrick Cole, 
relations officer Armando Lee, Myra Lee  and son Jason, 
Treasurer/NAW chair Andrew Ian Chan, directors Edgar 
Ang, Christopher Lee, Henry So, Special Events Chair 
Christopher Louie Lu,  Desiree del Rosario, Alberto Lao, 
Dennis Buenviaje, Vincent Lao, Renato dela Pena and 
Victor Espartero, Christelle Mariano and new member 
Christine Joanne Cuarteros. 
 
     The program started around 1:20 p.m. with a 40-
minute film showing entitled "Passport to the Universe". 
After the first show, John Ray Cabrera presented an 
entertaining analysis of the just concluded show entitled 
"Cosmic Journey". He depicted the process on how the 
visible universe has evolved through time, the 
nucleosynthesis of light elements and the formation of 
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stars and large scale structure galaxies; and finally its 
exponential expansion, and to hopefully answer the 
questions “Where does fate lead the human race?” and 
“How will the universe end?” After the lecture, another 
40-minute film show entitled "Cosmic Collision" was 
shown. The planetarium movie theater was full when 
both films were shown. 
 

 
Jam-packed crowd filled the planetarium theater to watch the 

first of two celestial shows 

 
     After the celestial shows, registered participants were 
lead to the events room where the two succeeding 
lectures were held. NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan 
welcomed the participant and introduced the next 
lecturer, Special Events Chairman Christopher Louie Lu, 
who presented "Stories from the Stars". He shared 
his collection of stories and myths about constellations 
that have been revolving around our night skies for 
several millennia. Merienda was served to the registered 
participants while they listened to Dr. Armando Lee's 
lecture on "Search for Extra-Terrestrial". 
 

 
Cutting Edge-Celestron featured a Nexstar 4 GOTO scope 

during the convention. Celestron is a proven quality telescope 
maker. Cutting Edge and the ALP have been partners in 

promoting astronomy to the public. 

 
     After Dr. Lee’s lecture, a panel of lecturers answered 
questions posed by the registered participants. Then, 
certificates of appreciation were given to the PAC2011 
lecturers by ALP President James Kevin Ty, ALP NAW 
Chairman Andrew Ian Chan and Cutting Edge's Brand 
Management Trainee Katrina Ann Salas. Certificates of 
Completion were then given to the registered 
participants who were able to complete the 5 

lecture/workshops offered by the ALP during the third 
Philippine Astronomy Convention weeklong activity. 
 
     The scheduled stargazing session that evening at 
AstroCamp Observatory was moved from 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. to pave way for the 
PyroMusical Event which lasted ‘till nine in the evening. 
The group started to set up their telescopes at the 
AstroCamp vicinity. Society members present were 
James, Charito Ty and Kendrick Cole, Dr. Armando Lee, 
Myra Lee and Jason Lee, Special Events Chairman 
Christopher Louie Lu, directors Christopher Lee and 
Sandra Lee, Edgar Ang, NAW Chairman Andrew Ian 
Chan and Iah Serna, John Ray Cabrera, Desiree del 
Rosario, Alberto Lao, Christelle Mariano, new ALP 
member Christine Joanne Cuarteros, and Cutting Edge 
staff. Amid a very hazy sky that evening, more than 300 
people had a good view of the planet Saturn, Orion 
Nebula (M42) in the constellation Orion and  bright star 
Sirius. 
 

 
ALP panel of experts answering questions posed by 

participants 

 
     James Kevin Ty and Victor Espatero operated the 
observatory's Celestron C11 SCT on Atlas Mount for 
hands-on workshop on planetary webcam imaging; Chris 
Lu with his Celestron Powerseeker 80mm refractor with 
GEM mount; Christopher Lee brought Armando Lee's  
William Optics Zenithstar 80ED refractor and Celestron 
ASGT mount; Manila Planetarium staff brought their 
100mm Skywatcher refractor on EQ-4 mount as well as 
a Celestron 8" SCT. Cutting Edge had with them a 
Nexstar 4 GOTO scope. The observing session ended 
around 9:45 p.m. after which the group had their picture 
taken for posterity. 
  
     The society would like to acknowledge Doods 
Carballo of Nido Fortified Science Discovery, Jen Liza of 
Cutting Edge/Celestron, Bel Pabunan of National 
Museum Planetarium, Dr. Jesus Rodrigo Torres of Rizal 
Technological University, Dr. Armando Lee of Astrocamp 
Observatory, San Miguel By The Bay, PAC2011 valued 
registrants, and the devoted and tireless members of the 
ALP, especially NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan and 
the five speakers, who helped out during the three-day 
activity.  
 



 

 
 
 
     March 19, the Astronomical League of the Philippines
staged a free public viewing session at Caltex Kalentong 
Station in Mandaluyong City between the hours of
10:45 in the evening. Members present
President James Kevin Ty, relations officer Armando 
Lee, Myra Lee and son Jason Lee, director Edgar Ang, 
and special events chairman Christopher Louie Lu.
 
     Christopher brought his Celestron Power Seeker 
80mm refractor on EQ-1 mount; Armando Lee with
Meade DS2080AT 80mm GOTO achromat 
refractor;  while James brought a highly portable Canon 
EF 100-400mm IS L Lens modified for dual purpose us
on both imaging and visual. 
 
     The evening started out very cloudy and seemed
almost a failure due to presence of thick clouds. B
patience and a lot of will power, the night gave
small patches of open sky in which the astronomers
to full advantage the conduct this free public
the Super Moon, with an estimate of around 150
people who were able to observe the highly hype
Moon, as well as Saturn. 
 
     The session ended around 10:45 p.m. 
 
     The organization would like to thank ALP member
Christopher Louie's family who was there to h
the event, and to Mr. Harvey Yao of Caltex Kalento
Station and Capt. Ferdie Baretto of Brgy. Daang Bakal & 
Staff for making it all happen. 
 
     At the right are some activity shots taken during the 
observing session. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________
 
Header image of the moon was taken by James Kevin 
Ty. 
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How Super is

the Moon

the Astronomical League of the Philippines 
free public viewing session at Caltex Kalentong 

the hours of 8 -
10:45 in the evening. Members present were ALP 

relations officer Armando 
Jason Lee, director Edgar Ang, 

hairman Christopher Louie Lu. 

his Celestron Power Seeker 
1 mount; Armando Lee with his 

GOTO achromat 
a highly portable Canon 

400mm IS L Lens modified for dual purpose use 

evening started out very cloudy and seemed 
thick clouds. But with 

the night gave way to 
atches of open sky in which the astronomers took 

conduct this free public viewing of 
the Super Moon, with an estimate of around 150-200 
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thank ALP member 
there to help support 

ao of Caltex Kalentong 
Capt. Ferdie Baretto of Brgy. Daang Bakal & 
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_____________________________________________ 

n by James Kevin 

 

People lining in to take a peek at the Super Moon
Astronomical events such as this help amateur astronomers 
open up the world of celestial wonders to ordinary citizens.

 
 

Members of the Astronomical League of the Philippines and 
guests who attended the Super Moon observing session 

organized by the Society

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How Super is 

the Moon 
 

James Kevin Ty 
Christopher Louie Lu 

 
People lining in to take a peek at the Super Moon 

Astronomical events such as this help amateur astronomers 
open up the world of celestial wonders to ordinary citizens. 

 
Members of the Astronomical League of the Philippines and 

guests who attended the Super Moon observing session 
organized by the Society 
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Messier Marathon 

2011 
 
James Kevin Ty 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal 
 

 
     Members of the Astronomical League of the 
Philippines attended the 5th Philippine Messier 
Marathon Open 2011 last April 2 at the dark skies of 
Caliraya, Laguna. Members present during the event 
were ALP President James Kevin Ty, wife Charito and 
son Kendrick Cole KC Ty, VP Jett Aguilar, Treasurer 
Andrew Ian Chan and Iah Serna, PRO Armando Lee, 
wife Mia and son Jason Lee, directors Rich Pijuan, 
Christopher Lee and Sandra Lee, Messier Marathon 
coordinator Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Mark Ian Singson, 
Michael Cruspero, Babak Pejvac and Amir Mohammadi, 
Lourdes Balayan and Ronald Sison. UP Astronomical 
Society members who  joined the event were Anthony 
Urbano, Sigrid Batongbakal,  Ma.Criselda Roque a.k.a. 
Raven Yu, Carlo Ray Selabao (incoming Over-all 
Coordinator), Beb Jansen Poricallan (incoming 
Executive Secretary), Kristy Abello, Ana Geronimo and 
Cristina Flores. 
 

 
Chowtime before the start of the Messier Marathon and 

imaging session 
Photo credit: Dr. Armando Lee 

 
     Society members met up at Jollibee Shell Magallanes 
from 12:30 - 1:15 p.m. before proceeding to the second 
meeting place at Shell Alabang to rendezvous with more 
ALP members. They then departed Alabang and headed 
towards Caliraya, Laguna. They arrived at the site at 

around 5:00 p.m. and after some rest, started to set up 
their tents and equipment while awaiting for the Sun to 
set. 
 
     At around six in the afternoon, the sky got clouded 
out a bit but this did not discourage the participants as 
they wait patiently for the sky to become clear. When the 
sky started to clear, Messier Marathon participants 
started to scout for Messier objects that are starting to 
set in the western horizon. 
 
     At around 7:00 p.m., Polaris was now visible and the 
astro imagers started polar aligning their mounts towards 
the North Star so they can begin doing some deep sky 
imaging. James brought with him a portable Canon EOS 
500D DSLR with Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L 
lens mounted on Kenko Sky Memo-R mount. Jett 
brought his Takahashi TSA-102 refractor with Canon 
EOS 50D DSLR on Takahashi EM-200 Tenma 2 mount. 
Andrew brought his Skywatcher 80ED refractor with 
Canon EOS 500D DSLR on Vixen GP mount; Babak 
with his Canon Astro 50D Modified DSLR with 
assortment of Canon EF lens on Takahashi Sky Patrol 2 
mount; Peter with Jett's Stellarvue AT1010 refractor on 
Telepod mount and binoculars. Christopher Lee brought 
along a Celestron C90, as with Rich Pijuan; Ronald 
Sison with his Celestron C90 on EQ-1 mount. Michael 
Cruspero, Mark Ian Singson brought binoculars for the 
event as well. UP Astronomical Society member Eteny 
Urbano brought his 6" f/5 reflector on EQ-1 mount while 
other members had with them a 5" reflector and 3" 
refractor, as well as binoculars. 
 
     After polar aligning their scopes, the participants 
aimed their instruments onto different deep sky objects. 
Dew that evening (‘till early morning) was not that severe 
as there was wind for dew to accumulate on their 
scopes. Of course, the highlight of the observing session 
was the clear visual view of the entire Milky Way from 
Scorpius to Cygnus area. The sight was awe inspiring 
and most of the UP Astrosoc participants were 
mesmerized by its beauty. They then started to image 
the galaxy section by section. 
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     The evening was cold and the participants had with 
them jackets and coffee drinks to keep them warm and 
cozy. Aside from deep sky objects, the group was able 
to see a number of meteor showers, particularly Lyrids, 
as well as artificial satellites and passing airplanes.  
Planets Saturn and Venus were also observed. 
 
     In the morning, while everyone is resting and having 
breakfast, Jett and Andrew set up their scopes for solar 
white light observation, while James prepared his 
Coronado PST-Ha for solar Ha observing. Relations 
officer Armando Lee also set up his Kayak and fishing 
gear for members to ride, as well as try fishing at the 
lake. With the strong wind, ALP director Christopher Lee 
taught Astro kids Kendrick and Jason how to fly a kite. 
 

 
Members of the UP Astronomical Society got a peek through 

the Coronado PST-Hα for solar viewing 

 
     Messier marathoners then submitted their log sheets 
to coordinator Peter Benedict Tubalinal. Below are the 
results. 
 
 

Marathon Participants SCORE 

Peter Benedict Tubalinal 
(ALP) 

110 

Christopher Lee  (ALP) 100 

Michael Cruspero (ALP) 94 

Mark Ian Singson (ALP) 70 

Lourdes Balayan (ALP) 23 

Kristy Abello (UP AstroSoc 
/ ALP) 

23 

Carlo Rey Jelabao (UP 
AstroSoc) 

23 

Rich Pijuan  (ALP) 21 

Beb Jansen Poricallan (UP 
AstroSoc) 

20 

Ana Marie Geronimo (UP 
AstroSoc) 

16 

  
 

 
 

 
The Summer Milky Way 
Photo credit: Jett Aguilar 
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 June 2011 Total 
 Lunar Eclipse 
 
 
 
      James Kevin Ty 
  Jose Aguilar 
 
 
     June 16, 2011: Members of the Astronomical League 
of the Philippines observed the total lunar eclipse at 
AstroCamp Observatory in SM Mall of Asia San Miguel 
by the Bay. Members present were ALP President 
James Kevin Ty, VP Jose “Jett” Aguilar, Treasurer 
Andrew Ian Chan, PRO Armando Lee, wife Mia and son 
Jason, directors Rich Pijuan, and Christopher Lee with 
wife Sandra Lee, Iah Serna, Victor Espartero and son 
Sheldon Espartero, Pejvac Parhizkari, Kevin Dagunan, 
Arnel Campos and wife Michelle Campos, and Zareer 
Contractor. 
 
     James brought his Canon EOS 500D on Canon EF 
100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens with EF 1.4x II extender 
on Vixen GP-D mount; Jett brought a Takahashi TSA-
102 refractor with Canon EOS 50D on Vixen GP-D 
mount; Andrew Ian brought his Skywatcher 80ED 
refractor with Canon EOS 500D on Vixen GP mount; 
Armando Lee with his Celestron C90 Maksutov with 
Canon EOS 350D on Celestron ASGT mount; 
Christopher Lee on William Optics Zenithstar 80ED 
refractor on Celestron ASGT mount; Kevin Dagunan with 
an Orion Apex 127 Maksutov on Celestron ASGT mount; 
Victor Espartero with a William Optics 66SD refractor on 
EQ-1 mount; Rich Pijuan with Celestron C90 Maksutov 
with Canon EOS 550D on sturdy tripod; Arnel Campos 
with Celestron Powerseeker 127mm Newtonian reflector 
on EQ-1 mount . 
 
     Penumbra started around 1:24 a.m. but it was around 
1:45 a.m. when the group started detecting the slight hint 
of penumbral shading through their images but visual 
shading was noticeable around 2:15 a.m. Umbra started 
more or less 2:25 a.m. and the magnificent 3D view of 
the penumbral and umbral shadings were a sight to 
behold as the umbral shadings progressed. Midway 
through totality, one can observe the bright coppery 
orange tint on the penumbra area as early as 2:50 
a.m. As it enters totality at around 3:23 a.m., the 
eclipsed Moon showed a bright orange tint in the early 
phase of totality. 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
     Header image of the eclipsed moon taken by Jett 
Aguilar. 

  
     As the event progressed towards maximum totality 
(around 4:13 a.m.), the bright light orange tint started to 
dim a bit and became dull orange through visual 
observation with naked eye, binoculars and telescopes. 
Using telescopes and camera lenses exposed for longer 
duration, the images came out as dark red orange which 
most observers referred to as the "Red Moon". By this 
time, stars started to be visible as society members 
witnessed two lunar occultation events of HIP85703 and 
another magnitude 8 star.  ALP member Pejvac 
Parhizkari was able also to image a wide angle shot of 
the eclipse to include the Milky Way. Estimated Danjon 
scale for this eclipse is more or less around 2.5 as amid 
its dull red tint; James reported he can still see it through 
his camera viewfinder. 
 
     Members had the chance to observe the eclipse ‘till 
around five o’clock in the morning, before the Moon got 
covered by thick haze in the SW horizon. They then 
started to pack up their equipment and got a customary 
group shot before they went home. Aside from the 
observing session, ALP members Dr. Armando and 
James were also interviewed by ABS-CBN news 
reporters. 
 
 

 
The eclipsed moon with the Milky Way at the background 

Photo credit: Pejvac Parhizkari 
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Observation notes from Jett Aguilar: 
 
 
I was quite excited to observe the June 16, 2011 total 
lunar eclipse for the following reasons. First is that this 
particular lunar eclipse is being touted as unusually long 
(100 minutes totality) with some writers even claiming it 
to be the “lunar eclipse of the century”. Secondly, it was 
predicted that this eclipse would be particularly dark 
because of the volcanic ash from the recent volcanic 
eruption in Chile. Last but not least, this will be the first 
total lunar eclipse that I will be formally observing and 
imaging ever since I became an amateur astronomer in 
2003. 
 
I arrived at our observing site at the Mall of Asia Astro 
Camp at Manila Bay at around 11 p.m. I brought my 
Takahashi TSA 102 refractor, my Vixen GP-DX mount 
with a Skysensor 2000 drive, portable 12 volt batteries, 
my ASUS eeepc netbook and my Canon 50D and 350D 
DSLR cameras. We set up our telescopes along the 
seawall of Manila Bay positioning our telescopes based 
on the predicted azimuth (240-246 deg.) of the setting 
eclipsed moon. Since we arrived early, we were able to 
leisurely polar-align our telescopes and we were all set 
more than an hour prior to the onset of the penumbral 
portion of the eclipse. 
 
We started taking images of the full moon at shortly after 
1 a.m. but I only noticed the subtle penumbral shadow 
starting at the western limb of the moon at around 2:09 
a.m.  
 
 

 
 
 
At around 2:22 a.m., my image already showed a small 
dark shadow (umbra) starting to take a bite off the 
moon’s western limb.  
 

 
 
 
Things then seemed to go faster after this and I saw the 
moon gradually being consumed by the earth’s shadow 
both from my telescopic view and naked eye view.  I was 
really able to appreciate the eerily beautiful reddish-
orange glow of the partially eclipsed moon which could 
not be appreciated from my images or even from the 
telescope eyepiece. At this point, Mr. James Kevin Ty, 
our society president, pointed out to us his observation 
that this eclipse might not be so dark because he can 
easily see the eclipsed lunar features on his telescope 
viewfinder. 
 
As the umbral shadow occupied more than half of the 
moon’s diameter, James told me to take a 1 second 
exposure and I was quite pleased with the image 
showing the coppery or brownish-red eclipsed moon with 
an overexposed crescent much like what we see in 
earthshine but a lot more striking. 
 

 
 
 
 The phase of the eclipse then seemed to go a bit slower 
as we waited for totality and I took images at shorter 
intervals to try to capture the onset of totality. Totality 
came gradually but I was not disappointed by the blood-
red moon image at totality which has a 3D appearance 
among the background stars. The next page is my 
collage of the series of images showing the progression 
of the eclipse to totality.   
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Our image of the eclipse at around mid-totality showed a 
deep reddish orange moon which appeared darker in the 
center compared to the limb. I therefore rate this eclipse 
as L-2 on the Danjon scale. 
 
As an added bonus during totality, we were able to 
observe 2 stars of Ophiuchus being occulted by the 
eclipsed moon.  Below is my image of these 
occultations. 
 

 
 
I ended my imaging shortly before five in the morning 
when the setting eclipsed moon started to enter a cloud 
band covering the horizon. I went home tired but very 
satisfied with viewing this rare and unique phenomenon.  
I can’t wait for the next total lunar eclipse in December 
10 which will be visible here in its entirety. 
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Book Reviews: The Concise Atlas of the Stars, 

Eclipse: Voyage to Darkness and Light, 

and Cosmology 101 
 

Norman Marigza 
Rizal Technological University 

 
 
The Concise Atlas of the Stars 
© 2005 Serge Brunier 
 
Firefly Books Ltd.: Larousse, Paris 
 
     Originally published as Le petit atlas des étoiles, 
Brunier’s Concise Atlas of the Stars is a wonderful 
starting text for amateurs. The atlas focuses on the 
observation of 15 exceptional constellations visible 
during the summer sky; not only those visible to the 
north but to the southern hemisphere as well. The 
constellations included are: Ursa Major, Hercules, 
Carina, Centaurus, Crux, Lyra, Cygnus, Aquila, 
Scorpius, Sagittarius, Pegasus, Andromeda, Cassiopeia, 
Perseus, and Tucana. Each of the 15 constellations are 
mapped over transparencies and laid down over the 
remarkable astrophotos of Akira Fujii – a famous 
Japanese amateur astronomer, illustrator, photographer 
and writer. Each full-color image (in good color print 
quality) of the naked eye and deep-sky objects, as well 
as the spectacular star fields would surely catch the eye 
of amateur 
astronomers, 
stargazers and 
astronomy 
enthusiasts.  
All 15 summer 
constellations 
include sky 
tours of 
objects be it 
stars, clusters, 
nebulas, 
galaxies, etc. 
Each object 
has its 
respective 
image and 
includes 
descriptions of 
luminosity, 
dimensions, 
distance, 
characteristics and minimum requirements for viewing - 
ranging from naked eye to observatory. The history and 
features of each constellation as well as the best time to 
view it is also provided. The atlas also comes with tips 
for stargazing – location, sky conditions, as well as 
choice of equipment for observing and recording. 
 

Eclipse: Voyage to Darkness and Light 
©2000  David H. Levy 
 
ibooks, inc. : New York 
 
From one of America’s top astronomers comes David 
Levy’s Eclipse: Voyage to Darkness and Light; a 
narrative of David Levy’s experiences with eclipses that 
began from childhood. Levy is a famous comet hunter, 
and particularly known for his co-discovery of 
Shoemaker-Levy 9 which impacted Jupiter. He also 
contributes to Sky and Telescope and serves as a 
science columnist for Parade magazine in place of Carl 
Sagan. He is also an author of several astronomy books. 

 
The book presents the 
life of an eclipse 
observer – be it solar 
or lunar. Levy 
recounts his 
experiences as an 
eclipse observer 
beginning from age 
11, the partial solar 
eclipse of October 2, 
1959, to the August 
1999 eclipse (most 
recent during time of 
writing). The various 
eclipse expeditions 
undertaken by Levy 
are also narrated here 

including eclipse observations from some of his 
colleagues. He also narrates the history and facts behind 
eclipses; their significance and the science behind them, 
including how they happen and their effects on Earth. 
The book serves as an introductory text for those who 
wish to be eclipse observers or for those who wish to 
know the science behind the phenomena. 
 
 
Cosmology 101 
© 2003 David H. Levy 
 
ibooks, inc. : New York 
 
Among ibooks’ 101 books such as Robert Silverberg’s 
Science Fiction 101 and Richard Rubin’s American 
History 101, comes Cosmology 101 by one of the 
world’s foremost astronomers David H. Levy. This book 
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follows after Levy’s Eclipse: Voyage to Darkness and 
Light, particularly with the content of part 4 of Cosmology 
101 coming from Eclipse. 
 
Cosmology 101 presents the view of the universe in a 
narrative manner, avoiding the complex and 
mathematical side of astronomy, modern physics and 
cosmology (with the exception of the Drake equation). 
The manner in which the concepts are presented is 
similar to that of Isaac Asimov’s science books and may 
be initially intimidating to beginners, however Levy’s 
actual narrative of his own observations particularly in 
his eclipse expeditions and comet searches make it 
easier to digest 
the information.  
Also, Levy 
presents in this 
book different 
quotes from 
literary texts 
which he 
effectively 
relates to the 
concept he 
wishes to relay. 
Levy tackles a 
variety of topics 
from the early 
beginnings of 
astronomy, the 
planets and the 
Solar system, 
star life and 
death, galaxies 
and clusters, the 
Big bang; to 
observation of 
eclipses, gravity according to the special theory of 
relativity, comet searching and telescopes. 
 
Levy shares the details of his own experiences as an 
observer, as well as some experiences of others such as 
Clyde Tombaugh, Roy Bishop, etc. He portrays his 
amazement and wonder as he observes each object as 
well as the joy of sharing it to others. Although I wouldn’t 
recommend the book to first time observers due to some 
advanced topics, it remains a perfect text for amateur 
astronomers to help rekindle their love for the cosmos. 
David Levy’s manner of sharing his experiences is a 
reminder for us who are into sciences that the process of 
learning is not complete till it is shared. 
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